Yamaha Limited Edition Xeno Trumpet Combines Craftsmanship, Quality and Superior Sound

With outstanding instrument design and advanced technology, the Xeno is one of the most sought-out trumpets by top musicians worldwide

ANAHEIM, Calif. (PRWEB) January 24, 2019 -- Honoring more than a quarter century of innovation in instrument design, Yamaha today introduced the limited edition YTR-8335IISKG Xeno trumpet.

Developed by Yamaha alongside some of the greatest players in the industry, the Xeno line was the company’s first to fully incorporate a “heavyweight” bell design across all models. Xeno trumpets blend outstanding instrument design and advanced technology with the experience of respected artists around the world to make one of the most sought-out trumpets by top musicians worldwide.

These exquisite, expertly-crafted instruments are defined by outstanding power and projection, combined with refined resistance and highly responsive action for extraordinary tonal flexibility. Xeno trumpets continue to evolve with the artists who play them, towards the ultimate goal of ideal musical expression.

Only 100 of the new YTR-8335IISKG Xeno trumpets will be made, designed with unique features including gold-plated trim, black mother-of-pearl finger buttons and special "Kangakki" (which means “wind instrument” in Japanese) engraving on the bell. These enhancements speak not only to the rich history of advancements in Xeno design but also to their modern, state-of-the-art production.

“Xeno trumpets are the pinnacle of modern trumpet design,” says Brian Petterson, marketing manager, Yamaha Winds, Yamaha Corporation of America. “This Kangakki Xeno trumpet is a unique and beautiful instrument that exemplifies the research and development team’s industry-leading, customer-focused philosophy of Innovation that Inspires.”

Pricing and Availability
The Yamaha YTR-8335IISKG Xeno Trumpet has an MSRP of $4,240 and is expected to ship in January 2019.

For more information, visit the Yamaha Booth at the 2019 NAMM Show in the Anaheim Marriott Hotel, Marquis Ballroom, January 24-27, 2019, or https://yamaha.io/2DD2Ne9
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About Yamaha
Yamaha Corporation of America (YCA) is one of the largest subsidiaries of Yamaha Corporation, Japan and offers a full line of award-winning musical instruments, sound reinforcement, commercial installation and home entertainment products to the U.S. market. Products include: Yamaha acoustic, digital and hybrid pianos, portable keyboards, guitars, acoustic and electronic drums, band and orchestral instruments, marching percussion products, synthesizers, professional digital and analog audio equipment, Steinberg recording products and NEXO commercial audio products, as well as AV receivers, amplifiers, MusicCast wireless multiroom audio systems, Blu-ray/CD players, earphones, headphones, home-theater-in-a-box systems, sound bars and its exclusive line of Digital Sound Projectors. YCA markets innovative, finely crafted technology and
entertainment products and musical instruments targeted to the hobbyist, education, worship, music, professional audio installation and consumer markets.
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